Food supply and the obesity scourge: Is there a relationship?
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews literature on the relationship between food supply and obesity. The focus is on the supply, cost, and variety of food through various types of food outlets and the impact of these factors on obesity in developed countries. The article reveals complex relationships between food supply factors and obesity. A number of factors related to lifestyles including the mobility of populations and the use of motor vehicles greatly reduce the impact of the local environment on family and individual eating patterns. However, obesity is also affected by factors such as the type and density of food outlets, the cost of food, the travel distance and means of transport to the food outlet. While the relationship between food supply and obesity in the literature reveals complex and mixed findings, this paper concludes obesity is complex and food supply is only part of this phenomenon’s predictors. Because the relationship between food supply and obesity is mediated by such multiple and complex factors including population behaviours, beliefs, lifestyles, knowledge and both food and physical environments; multiple strategies including policy development and other strategies aimed at manipulating food environments, physical environments, populations’ beliefs, behaviours and practices must be considered in searching for evidence to effectively combat obesity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Obesity is a significant public health problem worldwide and high income countries are significantly more affected compared to low and middle income countries [1,2]. It is well acknowledged that obesity causes a wide range of chronic conditions including high blood pressure, type 2 diabetes, stroke, cardiovascular disease and certain forms of cancer [3,4] which in turn are primary drivers of health care spending, disability and deaths [3-5]. Treating obesity once it has been established is not easy and the likelihood of childhood obesity transitioning into adulthood obesity is high [6,7]. International and Australian evidence demonstrates upwards trends in total energy supply per capita from the early1980s to date and a concurrent increase of the prevalence of obesity in virtually all developed countries [8].

In Australia, obesity is a significant public health problem and accounts for more than 4% of the total burden of disease costing the Australian society and governments approximately $58.2 billion per year; of which $49.9 billion relate to the impact of obesity on quality of life and $8.3 billion direct financial costs to the Australian community [9]. However, obesity is not distributed evenly across the population; and is increasingly prevalent among lower socioeconomic groups in most developed nations [9]. With the likelihood of obesity increasing worldwide [10], it is clear that Australia faces escalating costs of obesity, and urgent measures are necessary to combat this scourge.

Similar to other developed countries, evidence indicates that the obesity epidemic in Australia is caused by multiple and complex factors [11,12], including population-wide increase in energy intake, more sedentary lifestyles, reduced active transport, and changed family and social structures that have limited individuals’ time and capacity for healthy nutrition and physically active life-
styles [4,8,9,12]. Knowledge and behaviours of individuals have been conventionally known to explain differentials in populations’ weight outcomes. However, geographical area levels of disadvantages and differences in socio economic status (SES) are also considered to be as important in explaining the prevalence of obesity in populations. As interventions attempting to reduce obesity through an individual’s focus have had limited success, a branch of obesity research has turned to the impact of local food environments (i.e. food supply, including variety and cost) on obesity [13-15]. The ways in which disadvantaged environments contribute to obesity are, however, not well understood. For example, a review of the literature on the built environment and obesity showed that there has been relatively little focus on food environments compared with physical environments [15].

International literature presents a complex and somewhat contradictory picture of the relationship between food supply and obesity. It is acknowledged that the presence of a food environment which supplies affordable and healthy food is necessary to ensure optimal nutrition, but it is not sufficient to ensure healthy weight outcomes [15,16]. Access to the food supply, encompassing economic, social, cultural, time resources and transport, as well as non-food factors, such as lifestyle including physical activity and healthy eating patterns, are all important determinants of weight outcomes.

The aim of the review is to examine and evaluate the relationship between overweight/obesity and factors such as variety and cost of food, and type of food retail outlets in order to provide some understanding of the relationship between food supply and weight status.

2. METHODS

A systematic search of English literature was conducted. The following databases were searched for publications for the period of 2000 to 2010: Web of Science/Knowledge; Informit; APAIS; Sociological Abstracts; PAIS; Science Direct; Expanded Academic (Gale) and Proquest. The following search terms were used in combination and/or singly: food retail, food environment, neighbourhood, food cost, food price, socio economic status, obesity and overweight. References cited in relevant publications were also reviewed. Publications relating to developing countries, clinical aspects of obesity or obesity treatment, child obesity, and food supply in schools through charitable organisation sand government programs were not included. Because of methodological differences and limited number of articles providing high level of evidence, a narrative as opposed to systematic review was conducted. Following a systematic literature search as described above, content analysis was performed and findings were grouped according to emerging themes [17].

3. RESULTS

Three emerging themes from literature are described below and include:

- Supply of healthy food and obesity,
- Supply of less healthy food and obesity, and
- Cost of food and obesity.

3.1. Supply of Healthy Food and Obesity

Different types of food stores are used as markers of healthy or less healthy food supply [18-21]. Indicators including the presence, the number and the concentration (density) [18-24] of supermarkets in abounded geographical have been used as a measure of the food supply for local populations. While fruit and vegetables to res are also used to indicate the supply of healthy food, conveniences to res are often used to indicate less healthy food choices. The presence of supermarkets has been found to be significantly associated with a lower prevalence of overweight. Morland and others [18] found a 24% lower prevalence of obesity in areas with at least one supermarket compared to areas without supermarkets. In the review that assessed neighbourhood food supply and obesity in the USA, Black and Macinko [22] demonstrated that, although neighbourhood food availability is associated with food choices and/or lack of these, especially for fruit and vegetables among low income households, the net impact of neighbourhoods food supply on obesity remains unresolved. Positive correlations have also been noted between higher levels of obesity and greater distance to primary grocery stores, high availability of conveniences to res than supermarkets and higher fruit and vegetable price indexes [26]; the latter perhaps indicating that many people who have healthier weight status can also afford to pay more for fruit and vegetables.

The presence of conveniences to res has been found to be significantly associated with a higher prevalence of obesity [18]. Similar findings have been reported in a study examining the association between the availability of food stores (including supermarket chains, non-chain supermarkets, convenience stores and other grocery stores) and adolescent weight outcomes [23]. The availability of supermarket has been correlated with adolescents’ weight outcomes, with each additional chain supermarket per 10,000 people, associated with a weight reduction of 0.11 Body Mass Index (BMI) units and a 0.6 percent lower prevalence of overweight. Of importance to note is the association between supermarket availability and weight of African American adolescents, which has been estimated to be three times greater than those from a White or Hispanic background. Greater availability of convenience stores has been recorded to best artistically associate with higher weight, with additional convenience store
per 10,000 people, associated with an increase of 0.03 BMI units and increased the prevalence of overweight by 0.15 percent [18].

Wang and colleagues [19] have reported an association between local food store characteristics and weight outcomes, with adults living in low socio economic neighbourhoods having a higher mean Body Mass Index (BMI) (0.6 BMI units) than those in high socio economic neighbourhoods in California [19]. A high concentration of small grocery stores has also been associated with higher BMI, however, individual level factors including gender, age, ethnicity, individual SES, smoking, physical activity and knowledge of nutrition had great influences of obesity [19].

Studies from across the world have reported that large supermarkets provide the wide range of food items for the lower prices compared to smaller stores that supply less healthy food choices [24-33]. Furthermore, it has been argued that commercial preferences for placing supermarkets in areas with higher socio economic status disadvantages certain populations groups, in particular ethnic groups including African Americans [23,29]. Limited access to supermarkets means that disadvantaged people, who generally have poor access to both public and private transport, have to travel longer distances to obtain food supply [21,25,26].

Due to the heterogeneity of food supply found in some countries, for example in Australian suburbs, fruit and vegetable intake at the individual rather than at the neighbourhood (suburb) level suggested the need to focus on food purchasing considerations for health and nutrition knowledge, rather than neighbourhood food supply [20,33]. It is also acknowledged that, individual or household factors have more impact on food purchasing than does the food store environment [20,33]. However, as nutrition education alone does not provide sufficient means to facilitate healthy eating improvements in poor households, this form of education for lower income people is unlikely to improve access to healthy foods, or weight status, although it may make some contribution [34].

### 3.2. Supply of Less Healthy Food and Obesity

The supply of less healthy food has frequently been associated with the availability of ready-to-eat food, including fast food restaurants (FFRs). Several studies have acknowledged that FFRs’ products comprise high density energy [35,36]. There is also a noted relationship between high proliferation of FFRs and high obesity rates in areas with low socio economic status [13,37-40]. Researchers in New York linked their strong findings of higher density of FFRs (including chains and independent perpetrators) in predominantly black neighbourhoods (based on census blocks), with the known higher prevalence of obesity among black Americans [41]. A Canadian study of fast food availability also reported obesity to be significantly higher among lower socio economic neighbourhood, with increasing availability observed in areas of successively higher proportions of unemployment, low-income and renters [42]. Studies by Burns and Inglis [31] and Reid path and others [37] in Australia demonstrated a dose-response relationship between socio economic status (SES), the density of fast-food outlets and obesity prevalence. Reidpath and others [37] reported 2.5 times the exposure to fast food outlets in people with low SES than people in the highest SES areas in Australia. This was supported by Burns and Inglis who reiterated that less advantaged people in a Municipality in Melbourne had a more readily available supply of fast-food.

Although these findings provide a plausible hypothesis that there is a relationship between ease of access to fast food restaurants with the development of obesity, they are far from conclusive. For example, the direction of causation is not clear, because the menus and prices at FFR may results from the demands of an increasingly obese population rather than being a direct cause of obesity. It is also plausible to suggest that other predictive variables including sedentary lifestyle characteristics, age of the population, ethnicity, smoking and others may play significant part in these phenomena. Additionally, other studies have not provided conclusive evidence of the direct relationship between fast food outlet concentrations with population obesity rates [22,43-46]. Variations in study methodology may also contribute to these inconclusive findings. Many studies have no direct measure of consumption or obesity but draw conclusions about fast food supply and obesity using ecological data to complement neighbourhood mapping of fast food access [23,42]. Studies in New Zealand [45] and the USA [14] reported that there was association between obesity and fast food consumption through linking population health data for weight outcomes of individuals by area through mapping to determine the density of, or distance to FFRs without any direct measures of actual fast food consumption.

It is reasonable to conclude that, studies of the food supply in relation to fast food availability paint a complex picture with equivocal results in terms of the relationship between neighbourhood fast food availability and obesity, and there fore, it is difficult without further research to make solid conclusions about the association of supply of less healthy food with obesity.

### 3.3. Food Cost and Obesity

Several studies recognise that energy-dense food provides cheaper energy while fruit, vegetables, lean meat and fish continue provide more expensive energy [47,48]. Refined grains, added sugar and fats, potatoes and beans...
continue to provide cheaper energy while fruit, vegetables, lean meat and fish continue to provide more expensive energy. A body of research on food cost contends that the high cost of low energy-dense but nutrient-rich food compared with energy-dense but nutrient-poor food, impacts on weight status of people with less money to spend on food. Furthermore, international studies on the price of energy-dense versus nutrient-dense foods and the cost effect on food selection and weight outcomes demonstrated that, if food selection is restricted by cost considerations, energy-dense but nutrient-poor diets are selected [43,47]. This was first shown through diet-modelling studies [49] then later through epidemiological studies, which demonstrated that freely “chosen” low cost diets in France tend to be energy-dense but nutrient-poor [50,51].

A variety of studies have used diet records to estimate the relationship between food consumption and food costs [50,51]. Findings reveal an indirect relationship between energy costs and energy dense dietary intakes, with those in the highest quartile of energy cost reported to have lower energy intakes and more nutrient-dense diets which implies that healthier diets cost more. Energy-dense foods have been found to be the less expensive as well as the most resistant to inflation [47]. A high price of fruit and vegetables compared with fats and sweets has been observed in few studies [48,52]. Various market basket surveys demonstrate the higher cost of recommended, healthy foods. For example, a study in California assessed the price of the USDA’s Thrifty Food Plan basket a healthier market basket containing foods with higher fibre and lower fat in 25 large and small urban grocery stores and found price increase be three-times over a one-year period [27]. In addition, the cost of the healthier basket for a 2-week shopping list for a family was more expensive (approximately 20 percent more) than “regular” options and that healthier food choices were less available in the smaller stores. Smaller stores are more easily accessible for people without private transport, and this could be “a formidable deterrent” for low-income consumers [27, 32]. Low-income households may be forced to select energy-dense foods, including higher proportions of foods containing grains, added sugars and fats. Studies in Australia indicate the price of food varied according to proximity tour ban centres—the mean cost of a healthy basket of food was 24 percent higher in very remote stores and 33 percent higher in the most remote stores, compared to a similar food basket in major cities [48]. A subsequent longitudinal study of changes in food prices between 1989 and 2007 also found that the price of healthier foods generally rose more steeply than the price of unhealthy foods [53].

A number of nutrition practitioners and researchers, including in Australia work on the premise that cost barriers to healthy eating and weight maintenance are perceived rather than real [33,54]. However, it has also been argued that regardless of price, such diets could be difficult to follow as they may be based around unfamiliar foods (e.g. liver, dried beans), and may deviate from social food norms. Additionally, they may be considered unpalatable and taking more preparation time [55,56]. It is clear that price has an influence on food purchasing decisions [57] and dependence on less nutritious but more economical and socially acceptable foods. This could therefore contribute to disproportionate rates of obesity among groups with limited economic means [51]. A 20-year longitudinal study on dietary behaviours that examined both direct effects of a price change on intake of a particular food (own price elasticity) and the indirect effects of substitutes and complementary foods in the USA found that altering of prices was associated with changes in daily product intake, even in disadvantaged populations. For example, a study by Duffey and others [58] found that a 10% increase of soda or pizza was associated with lower consumptions of these items and therefore lowered daily energy intakes associated with these foods, leading to changes in bodyweight in low socio economically deprived populations. As such this study suggested that policies aimed at altering the price of soda or pizza could be effective mechanism to support consumption of healthier diets in populations and lead to healthier weight outcomes [58].

4. DISCUSSION

Determining the impact of local food supply on obesity is a very complex task. It is reasonable to expect that although food supply may play part, it may not be a sole predictor of obesity in populations. For example, in a food security review, White [32] indicated that there was only weak evidence that food retailing in isolation affected diet and therefore, this indicator alone was unlikely to have a profound impact on obesity. In agreement with White, [32] arrange of researchers have suggested that retail availability and access may not be the only necessary predictor of improving diet quality in the future [19,22,45,46].

There is also a significant gap in the literature that negates the understanding of the food procurement habits of food-insecure, low-income people [22,53]. Particularly relevant to this would be an examination of the trade-offs between the various resources required to access the food supply, including time, transport and income. The complexity of these trade-offs and how people make decisions about where, when and how to acquire food is relatively under investigated [22]. Much of the literature is concerned with “objective” measures such as the density of particular types of food stores or the distances people...
travel to reach them and the cost of food or energy-costs. Too little of the literature is concerned with subjective accounts of people’s interactions with the food supply, although information on people’s shopping habits is an important complement to the mapping research that has been conducted [59]. For example, Drewnowski [60] recommends future research that considers the relative costs of healthy and unhealthy diets, which should be examined in relation to the purchasing power of consumers. However, it has also been suggested that policy frameworks that increase the prices of unhealthy foods and beverages in order to shift the behaviours towards healthier diet consumptions may be effective strategies to reduce consumption of unhealthy food and improve health weight in the population [47,58,61]. It is plausible therefore to conclude that this the area of food price policies needs further research.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This review reveals complex relationships between food supply factors and obesity. Due to different methodological approaches, it was often the case mixed findings were reported in different studies, and at times, one study not supporting another in the same area. The evidence however exists suggestive of a relationship between selective food supply and obesity including when the cost of energy dense foods were priced at high level [58]. This conclusion is believed to be strong because longitudinal studies tend to provide better conclusions when compared with cross sectional studies [58]. Given that the food environments between countries and even within countries are likely to be different, it is not surprising that the effects of environments on obesity might be inconclusive. It might seem obvious that where one lives greatly influences the quality of food consumed, and therefore obesity. However, in some countries—and Australia is a good example—mobility of populations and use of motor vehicles greatly reduces the impact of the local environment on family and individual eating patterns. In other countries however, especially urban parts of North America and the UK, mobility through use of private transport is restricted.

While notable to paint clearly and decisively the relationships between food supply and obesity, our review is helpful in cautioning against simplistic assumptions about the impact of where one lives and healthy food supplies.

It should also be noted that many studies in this review are cross-sectional, including some secondary analyses of existing data. The use of cross-sectional studies, however, limits causal inferences concerning obesity and the food supply [16,32]. It is therefore plausible to conclude that, while food supply may play an important role in population obesity, obesity is a complex phenomenon which includes multiple complex factors and interactions. Because the relationship between food supply and obesity is mediated by such multiple and complex factors; multiple strategies including policy development and other strategies aimed at manipulating food environments, physical environments, populations’ beliefs, behaviours and practices must be considered in searching for evidence to effectively combat obesity.
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